
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 2019-20
CLASS V
ENGLISH

1. Write one writing each, thrice a week from your book, ’Living in Harmony’.
2. Make a picture dictionary of modern day gadgets you see around yourself.
3. Read the following poem and write a paragraph on what you would do if power went out and you

had to spend your life without modern day gadgets.

My family’s fond of gadgets
and new technology.
My mother likes her radio.
My father likes TV.

My sister likes to dance around
the house with headphones on.
My brother plays on his PC
until the break of dawn.

The baby has a smartphone
and a touchscreen-tablet too.
If we had pets, I’m sure
that even they would have a few.

We chat with instant messaging.
We email and we text.
We’re always looking forward
to the gadget we’ll get next.

The power went out recently.
That day was like no other.
Our screens went blank and, strange but true,
we talked to one another.
--Kenn Nesbitt

OR

Complete the following dialogue and write three good things about life with and without modern day
gadgets.
It was our summer vacation…my grandparents came to stay with us. It was so much fun
but one day…
Grandfather: What __________ you doing?
Me: I am _____________ a game.
Grandfather: I have been seeing u doing this since the time I came. Stop being addicted
Me: Please grandfather, I want to complete this level.
Grandfather: Do you know that in my childhood these things _________ not invented. Not even
television or a telephone.

Me: What! How can you live life without communication?
Grandfather: Technology is developing day by day. In our times, we used to talk to each other
instead of ____________ on phones. We used to play outside instead of __________ on gadgets.
Me: Oh! It is so boring.
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Grandfather: No not at all. We used to play till dinner time. Our times were___________   better.
Now, in this generation ____________ young people have to wear spectacles because they don’t
have proper eyesight. ___________ eyes are harmed because of the screens they keep staring at.
Me: Oh! Now I understand that I should always spend less time on gadgets.

4. If your favourite gadget comes to life, what would you talk about? Write 8-10 dialogues.

MATHS

Q1.Design any colourful and attractive board game using four fundamental operations.Paste pictures related

to it.Make the game on A3 size sheet.

Q2.Now a days ,people are more into the gadgets leading to reduced outdoor active time which leads to

obesity.Collect the datashowing increase in obesity in five states(Delhi,Pungab,Kerala ,Tamil nadu,Andhra)

and represent the data by bar graph.Make separate graphs for Males and Females.

Search for Data  :-- obesity in India-Wikipedia
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Q3.Take an A3 size sheet. Make a calendar of the upcoming one month.Circle the multiples of 2 with red

colour (except 2) , multiples of 3 with blue colour (except 3), multiples of 5 with green colour (except 5),

multiples of 7 with yellow colour (except 7),1 with purple as 1 is neither prime nor composite.

You know the left out numbers are PRIME NUMBERS.

Also write down the prime numbers in calendar.

SCIENCE

Q1. Design a 2 D model of Hi-tech gadgets that can make your classroom smarter. Write how can it make
your class room smarter. ( Do this project on A4 size sheets.)

Q2. Let’s all participate in BEE Star Rating Programme.

Now a days you must have observed stars on some electrical gadgets used by you at your home. Let us
develop a sense to understand the services that we want to derive from our appliances and our
expectations from its performance by learning and doing research on ‘ BEE Star Rating’. Include following
key points in your project.

a. What is energy rating system?
b. What is NatHERS ?
c. How are Star Ratings assigned to electrical appliances?
d. How are star rating calculated?
e. What makes a house energy Star certified?
f. What is the difference between the mechanism of 1 star and 5 Star rating appliances?

Make your project interesting and creative pasting relevant pictures from old magazines and
newspaper.
( Do this project in science Classwork notebook)

FRENCH

QUES NO :- 1  Make a picture dictionary and write words with each letter.

Roll No 1 to 10                a to e

Roll No 11 to 20              f to k

Roll No 21 to 30              m to r

Roll No 31 onwards        s to z
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QUES NO :- 2 Make number cards using ivory sheet size (5x5 inches).As shown

Example :- 4 =

(QUATRE POMMES)  = (FOUR APPLES)

COMPUTER
1.Design a poster  in MS Word  on the latest gadgets describing its features.

Roll no 1-10 Wireless Keyboards

Roll no 11-20 Wireless Security camera

Roll no 21-30 Smart Home Security System

Roll no 31onwards   Smart Watch

2.Make a table of 20 Shortcut keys used in MS- Word in MS-Word software, do proper formatting
and take a print out in A3 Size sheet.

ART AND CRAFT V
Roll no 1 to 20
Theme – Sutli or Jute cloth craft
Topic: Glass Bottle Decoration
Material required: Ketchep bottle, Jam bottle, fevivol and waste material
Method: 1. Take any empty bottle
2. Remove the wrapper of the bottle and cover it with sutli as shown in the given picture.
3. Decorated with waste material
Search google /youtube (New jute craft bottle decoration ideas)
DIY Garrafas Rustica

Roll no 21 onwards
Theme – Sutli or jute cloth craft
Topic: Serving Tray Decoration
Material required: Use old serving trays, sutli, fevicol and waste material
Method: 1 Take an old tray and create a beautiful shape on it with a sutli.
2. Decorate with waste material.
Search google/youtube (best out of waste ideas. How to make a serving tray with jute rope.
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